Take a trip to the Baseball Walk of Fame on the Ten Toe Express

Total Walk Distance: .6 / .85 / 1.2 miles or more

The hill for which this neighborhood is named slants upward to the south from the railroad tracks at Manchester and Macklind. The first Italian immigrants who settled here walked to their jobs in the clay mines and foundries at the bottom of the hill. This walk covers five blocks of that arduous commute. One block in the neighborhood is designated St. Louis’ Baseball Walk of Fame where sidewalk stars mark the childhood homes of Yogi Berra, Joe Garagiola, and Jack Buck.

Directions:

- Take MetroLink to CWE Station, then transfer to #14 MetroBus Botanical Garden.
- Exit the bus on Macklind at Berra Park. (If you don’t want to walk uphill, exit at Dempsey only one block from Elizabeth).
- Walk up the hill to Elizabeth and turn right. Walk one block west to Sublette and return after finding the stars. Walk down the hill to to board the northbound bus.

To Increase Your Steps:

- Make a circuit of Berra Park, adding .35 mile

OR:

- Continue up the hill to the State Hospital at Macklind & Arsenal, following the #14 route.